
About the customer

The challenge

Sanoma Media Netherlands is the largest media company
 in the Netherlands, part of Sanoma Group.

Sanoma Group with operations in over 10 European countries 
offers content in various media, from print magazines and 
newspapers to digital media, radio and television, and is 
among the top five European magazine publishers.

Sanoma already had an app Tijdschrift.nl, which provided 
their readers with access to 75 Dutch publications under a 
single subscription. 

However, the app only existed for iOS, had limited 
functionality and was unstable. It allowed reading only PDF 
replicas and also crashed frequently. The users were 
dissatisfied, many of them posted negative reviews online 
and cancelled their subscriptions.

Evaluation
Sanoma needed to turn around 
their readers’ experience. A stable 
app with advanced features would 
help to increase user satisfaction 
and retain subscribers.

Having lost many subscribers, 
Sanoma also needed ways to 
attract new users to the app and 
attain growth.

Multi-publication apps for Android 
and iOS and a Web reader with 
consistent reading experience

 Added new advanced features, 
such as flexible Text mode, single 
issue purchases, Explore free 
articles

 Grew their app store reviews from 
below 2 to 4,3

 Grew unique monthly active users 
by 120%

 Introduced new mobile marketing
capabilities

RESULTS AND HIGHLIGHTS

How Sanoma turned around the Tijdschrift.nl brand
and returned to growth with Naviga Commerce

Commerce

White-label Newsstands

https://www.navigaglobal.com/
https://www.navigaglobal.com/platform/commerce/


The white-label newsstand is
constantly evolving, adding new
features and refining the UX. This 
allows us to offer our customers a 
great, and continuously improving 

experience for reading their favourite 
magazines and articles.

Implementation
Beside delivering the platforms Naviga integrated with a Gigya 
an identity service used by Sanoma. The whole project was 
completed within only 2 months.

A Web reader was later added to Tijdschrift.nl to complement 
the mobile apps and offer an online reading experience. 
Sanoma then used Naviga Commerce’s Content APIs to 
integrate the users’ libraries, to offer a consistent experience.

The Solution
Naviga Commerce proposed a White-label newsstands 
multi-publication apps for iOS and Android, along with a 
Web-reader.

The stability of the apps would be the starting point to boost 
user satisfaction. With new advanced features such as Text 
reading users could choose their preferred reading format. 
Single issue purchases could also be added to provide more 
flexibility to the reader.

Adding support for the new channels of Android and web 
would then allow Sanoma to tap into new user bases. They 
also leveraged the Explore Articles feature to let users read 
free content before making a purchase – this would give 
Sanoma access to new user groups which they could target 
via in-app andpush messages to to convert them.
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